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ABSTRACT 
We review the one-dimensional setting of wavelet theory and generalize it to nonseparable 
multivariate wavelets. This process presents significant technical difficulties. Some techniques 
of the one-dimensional setting carry over in a more or less straightforward way; some do not 
generalize at all. 
The main results include the following: an algorithm for computing the moments for mul-
tivariate multiwavelets; a necessary and sufficient condition for the approximation order; the 
lifting scheme for multivariate wavelets: and a generalization of the method of Lai [12] for the 
biorthogonal completion of a polyphase matrix under suitable conditions. 
One-dimensional techniques which cannot be generalized include the factorization of the 
polyphase matrix, and a general solution to the completion problem. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
Wavelet bases have proved useful for a number of applications in signal processing, nu-
merical analysis, operator theory, and other fields like physics, engineering etc. [9j. In the 
one-dimensional setting, a refinable function is the solution of the two scale recursion relation 
= \/2 ^ 2 - &), 
k 
where k* are called the filter coefficients. We assume that only finitely many coefficients are 
nonzero; this produces cj> with compact support. Under some additional conditions, <p gives 
rise to a multiresolution approximation and a wavelet function ip. The wavelet function tp has 
the property that the family of functions 
forms an orthonormal basis for Z,^(R). Orthogonality, compactness of support, approximation 
order, vanishing moments, symmetry, smoothness, and decay are some of the important prop­
erties of a wavelet. In the one-dimensional setting, it is possible to construct wavelets with 
desirable specific properties. For example, the Daubechies family of wavelets [9] provides a 
very good example of wavelets with compact support and arbitrary regularity. 
There are several applications that require a higher-dimensional setting, for example, image 
processing. A natural approach to generalize the idea to higher dimensions is through tensor 
products of one dimensional wavelets. This approach, however, has a major drawback: it 
favors the horizontal and vertical directions. The most general approach is to dilate by using 
an expansive integer matrix M which maps the integer lattice F = into a sublattice [1], [3]. 
We have the following recursion relation in the higher dimensional setting. 
#(x) = Vm ^  bk#(Mx - k), 
k 
2 
where At are r x r matrices and ^ —» C. It is known that (m — l)r wavelets are needed to 
generate Z^(R^) [8], [1] where m = |detM|. An orthonormal wavelet set associated with the 
dilation matrix M is a finite set i = 1,2,..., (m — i)r, such that — k), 
i = 1,.... (m — l)r, j 6 Z, k 6 Z^ forms an orthogonal basis for f,^(R^). If r = 1, we call it a 
scalar scaling function or a scalar wavelet. 
Unfortunately, the techniques of the one-dimensional setting cannot be applied to the higher 
dimensional setting. The first reason is that given a d—variable scaling function it is difficult 
to construct d—variable wavelets. The second reason is that one cannot necessarily factor a 
multivariate trigonometric polynomial. The third reason is that it is hard to generalize the 
Fejer-Riesz lemma to multivatiate trigonometric polynomials. Also, we lack tools to investigate 
their properties. 
Cohen and Daubechies [8] constructed nonseparable orthonormal wavelets for the class of di-
lation with m = | det M| = 2 with an arbitrary number of vanishing moments. These turned 
out to be discontinuous. In the same paper, however, they present an example of arbitrar­
ily smooth biorthogonal nonseparable wavelet basis for the quincunx dilation. Kovacevic and 
Vetterli in [3] constructed a continuous, compactly supported scaling function (K-V scaling 
function) in R% using the standard quincunx as the dilation matrix. Madych and Grochenig 
in [5] constructed several nonseparable Haar-type scaling functions in R^ which are discontin­
uous characteristic functions of compact sets. It has also been shown by Belogay and Wang 
in [20] that there exists a family of compactly supported scaling function on R^ with arbitrary 
smoothness that are refinable with respect to a matrix that gives the column lattice, see section 
(3.1). He and Lai in [13] have several other examples. Although many special multivariate 
nonseparable wavelets have been constructed, it is still an open problem how to construct mul­
tivariate compactly supported orthogonal wavelets for any given compactly supported scaling 
function. 
The construction of wavelets can be put in terms of a matrix completion problem [11], where 
the first row is given and we seek a paraunitary completion of it. In particular, if a wavelet 
basis exists, it is required to have (m — l)r wavelet functions. It has been proved that under 
3 
certain conditions the completion can be done [21], [17] but no constructive method has be 
suggested so far. Even under these additional conditions the completion does not necessarily 
preserve the orthogonality, compactness of the support, or the regularity. In [17], Judith and 
Marc showed that, in general, it is not always possible to obtain wavelets that correspond to 
a given scaling function with desirable properties. They started with a particular continuous 
scaling function and showed that there is no continuous wavelet that goes with it. 
Similarly, methods for computing moments and approximation orders in higher dimensions 
are not very clear. In the one-dimensional case, a wavelet has p vanishing moments iff the 
corresponding scaling function has approximation order p, and the moments are fairly easy 
to compute. In the multivariate case, the calculation of moments becomes much more com-
plicated. Using the notations of C. Heil from [2],[1], we have worked out an algorithm for 
computing moments in chapter 5. The connection between vanishing moments and approx­
imation order is likewise much more complex in the multivariate case. We have established 
theorems corresponding to the scalar results. 
Lifting, a procedure for constructing wavelets with desired properties, such as approximation 
order and symmetry, from simpler wavelets, is well studied in the one-dimensional case [15], 
[16], and Keinert generalized this idea to the case of multiwavelets in his paper "Raising mul-
tiwavelet approximation order through lifting" [7]. The idea of lifting wavelets [15] for higher 
approximation order does apply to the higher dimensional setting (chapter 6). We have gen­
eralized the lifting procedure to multivariate wavelets, and derived the conditions necessary to 
raise the approximation order. 
In the scalar case, the polyphase matrix of any orthogonal wavelet can be factored into easier 
terms, either lifting factors or projection factors. Keinert [6] recently wrote a book "Wavelets 
and Multiwavelets" [6] where lifting and the projection factors are described in the multi-
wavelet setting. This does not seem to be possible in general in the multivariate case. While 
such factorizations may not be possible in general, it may be possible under some conditions 
on the dilation matrix and on the placement of the El ter coefficients. This case needs to be 
investigated. 
4 
Generalizing the method of Lai [12], under some extra conditions, we show (chapter 8) that 
the completion can be done so as to have compactly supported wavelets. The completion we 
obtain gives us wavelets with the same regularity as the scaling function, and the support 
remains compact, although it gets bigger than the support of the scaling function. 
5 
CHAPTER 2. Scalar Wavelet Theory 
Definition 1 A re/mobk /unction is a function # : R —+ C which satisfies a fwo-acok re/me-
ment equation or recursion relation of the form 
where {hk}kez € Z2(Z) are called the recursion coefficients. 
Our special interest are the functions that have compact support, which implies that the {%} 
are finitely supported. The refiliable function 4> is called orthogonal if 
< 4>(x), 4>(x — k) >= 5o,fc, k € Z. 
Two refinable functions <p and <p are called biorthogonal if 
< — k) >= t S Z. 
We also call ^ the duo/ of 
Example 1: Haar scaling function h: 
The recursion coefficients for k are &o = hi = l/\/2-
Example 2: Scaling function for the Daubechies wavelet with two vanishing moment d&2. 
The recursion coef&cients are given by 
<A(z) = - k), 
k 
1 if 0 < z < 1 
0 otherwise. 
1 + V3 ^ 3 + V3 ^ 3- \/3 ^ 1-V3 
0 = 
~17T' = ~Ï7T' " ~TjT' °° ITT" 
6 
Theorem 1 A necessary condition for orthogonality is 
hkhk-2i ~ hi- (2.1) 
k 
where the * denotes the complex conjugate. Similarly, a necessary condition for biorthogonality 
is 
k 
Proof: This is proved in [6]. 
However, this condition is not sufficient to ensure orthogonality. For example 
4>(x) — <f>{2x) + <f)(2x - 3) 
satisfies the orthogonality condition (2.1), but its solution <f>(x) — X[o,3) does not have orthog­
onal integer translates. There are several sufficient conditions, for example the convergence of 
cascade algorithm [6],[9] (see next section). 
2.1 Computing Point Values 
The coacode oZgorifhm is fixed point iteration applied to the refinement equation. It can 
be used to find approximate point values. 
Definition 2 The cascade algorithm consists of selecting a suitable starting function (^(2) € 
I#, and then producing a sequence of functions 
^("+i)(z) = V2]r W)(2z - &). 
k 
Theorem 2 If the cascade algorithm converges for both # and then the necessary condition 
for the orthogonality is also the sufficient condition. 
Proof: See [10]. 
The point values of the scaling function can also be obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem. 
It usually works for continuous but may fail in some cases. The refinement equation for 
integer points is equivalent to em eigenvalue problem 
7 
Example: The Daubechies scaling function d62 has support [0,3]. 
The recursion relation for the integer points in the support leads to 
<A(0) ko 0 0 0 <A(0) " 
<A(i) 
= V5 kg kl ko 0 <Mi) 
<6(2) 0 % kg ki <6(2) 
<A(3) . 0 0 0 &3 . . <6(3) _ 
Since ko, % are not 1/V2, we know that <^(0) = ^(3) = 0, and the above problem reduces to 
= v5 
The solution, normalized to 0(1) + <j>(2) = 1, is 
0(2) 
hi ho 
h$ /12 ^(2) 
Then, we can use the refinement equation to obtain values at half integers, quarter integers, 
and so on. 
2.2 Multiresolution Analysis 
Multiresolution analysis (MRA) forms the most important concept for the construction of 
the scaling function, wavelets and the development of the algorithms. Multiresolution analysis 
can be viewed as a sequence of approximations of a given function at different resolutions. 
Definition 3 A mWfireaoWion anaiygw on R is a doubly infinite nested sequence of subspaces 
{%}ofl2(R) 
- V L i C ^ C V i c V g C " -
with properties 
(i) closia(Ujgz^) = ^2(R)-
(") rijez — {0}' 
(*») 0(z) E if and only if 0(2z) 6 
(iu) 0(z) € Vj => 0(z — 2""^k) 6 Vj, for all j andt € Z. 
(u) There exists a function 0(z) 6 Z^(R) called the scoring )«nc(ion such that {0(z—t), k 6 Z} 
8 
0 1 0 1 
Figure 2.1 Haar scaling function and Haar wavelet 
forms a Riesz basis for Vq- That is, for every f G Vq there exists a unique sequence {a,,}„
€
z 
such that 
/W = - n) 
neZ 
with convergence in and 
<  I I  ^ 2 ^ ( 3 : <  - B ^ I O n f  
neZ n€ Z n<£Z 
with 0 < < jB < oo constants independent of / E H). 
Notation: = 2^^(2^i — k). 
Since C and since {#i.t(%)}k€Z is a basis for 
<^(i) = Ak^(2z - k) 
k 
for some At- That is, ^ is reSnable. 
Example: The Haar scaling function k and the Daubechies scaling function d62 both define 
MRAs and have compact support. 
Suppose that ^ E ^(R) is a scaling function which generates an MRA {V}}. One can 
show, under some mild conditions, that there exists a duoJ acofing juncfion ^ E Z^(R), which 
9 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 1 2 3 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 1 2 3 
Figure 2.2 Scaling function for db2 wavelet and db2 wavelet 
satisfies the biorthogonality relations 
< 4»(z), ^(i - t) >= k E Z, 
and which generates a dual MR A {Vy}. 
The wavelet space Wo (resp. Wb) is the complement of Vb (resp. Vb) in Vi (resp. V%) such that 
Vq n Wq = {0}, VI = Vo ® Wq, and Vq fl Wo = {0}, VI — Vq © Wq-
Under mild conditions, the space Wb (resp. Wb) is generated by the integer translates of a 
function ^ 6 Z^(R) (resp. G Z^(R)). ^ (resp. ^) is called the wavelet (dual wavelet) 
function. It satisfies a two scale relation 
Vi%) = V2 y^gt^(2z - k) 
k 
or 
TÂW = V2y^gk^(2i - k) 
k 
for some g*, or gt-
Note: We also call the acoZtng or the Zotup&ss and {<%} the tuorekf yiiter or 
the /ligbjxws ^Zfer. 
10 
Example: Haar wavelet A. 
This obeys the following two scale relations 
<A(z) = <^(2z) + i^(2r - 1), 
^(z) = <^»(2z) — <^(2z — 1). 
Here Ai = ^ and 92 = 
We summarize the properties of orthogonal wavelets as follows. 
Theorem 3 Let {!/,} be an orthogonal MR.A with scaling filter hk and wavelet filter gk- Then 
(i) = V2; 
k 
(") ^2 gk = 0; 
k 
(iii) = &T.; 
k k 
(i!/) ^2 9A&L2n = 0, for all n 6 Z; 
k 
(v) 53  ^m-2fe^n-2fc +  ^ 3 9m-2k9n-2k ~ 
k k 
Note: Condition (i) is referred to as a normoZizotion condition. Condition (iii) and (iu) are 
referred to as o;iAogonaZif^ conditions. Condition (u) is referred to as the per/ect reconstruction 
condition. 
Proof: This is proved in [14]. 
2.3 Decomposition and Reconstruction 
Given a function /(z) 6 Z<z(R), define for &, j € Z, 
cj,k =<~ htyj,k and djt f->Vj,k ^ • 
11 
Since we have Vi = Vo ® Wo, at level m we have, 
= %)_! ® Wn-l 
= %i-2 ® Wn_2 ® Wn-1 
= Vb@Wi -e Wm_i. 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 
n—1 
k——DO 
which implies that 
oo 
&z(R) = 0 Wk. 
k=—oo 
Proof: This is proved in [6]. 
Theorem 5 Let V} be an orthogonal MRA with scaling function ^ and wavelet Let A* 
and gt be the corresponding recursion coefficients. Then the decomposition relations are given 
by 
c j-l ,k — ^2 cj,nhn-2k-
71 
4 -l.k — 5Z 
and the reconstruction relations are given by 
c j ,k — c j—l,nhk—2n + ^  l,n9k—2n-
n n 
Proof: This is proved in [14]. 
Definition 4 Let c& be the signal. The downaampZmg operator j.2 is deGned by 
(12c)k = C2k-
The upgampfmg operator f2 is deGned by 
(T2c)& = _ J ct/2 if k is even, 0 if t is odd. 
12 
The downsampling is obtained by removing every odd term in c&, and the upsampling is 
obtained by inserting a zero between adjacent entries of c&. Decomposition can be thought of 
as conwofution with filters Al^,and respectively, followed by downsampling, that is 
<%,* - j2(ci,n * At»)*, 
and 
4),k = 12(ci,n * 
and the reconstruction can be thought of as upsampling followed by convolution with and 
cl,k — (T2c)o,n * hh + (î2d)o,n * 9k• 
2.4 Symbol, Modulation Matrix and Polyphase Matrix 
Definition 5 The aym&oZ of a refinable function is the trigonometric polynomial 
By theorem 3(i), ff(0) — 1. The orthogonality conditions (theorem 3) are equivalent to 
|G(()|2 + |G(( + ,r)|2 = l, (2.2) 
ff(()G"(() + ^(( + 7T)G"(( + 7T) = 0. 
Together, these conditions are known as çuadrotune mirror _^Zter conditio rw (QMF). 
The biorthogonality condition turns out to be 
^(()#*(() + 2f(( + 7T)#"(( + 7T) = 1, 
6(0^(0 + G(( + 7T)C* (( + 7T) = 1, (2.3) 
^(6)G*(() + ^(( + 7T)G* (( + ?r) = 0. 
The recursion relations in the frequency domain can be written as 
;(f)=#(f/2)$((/2), 
13 
where 
= / (6(z)e'"^(Zz 
J — OO 
is the Fourier transform of Likewise, 
%) = G((/2)%/2), 
where 
H(Ç) and G(£) are the the symbols for the scaling function and the wavelet, respectively. 
Définition 6 The matrix 
M(f) 
is called the modulation matrix. 
*(() + 
G(() G(( + ^) 
Definition 7 We define the polyphase symbols as 
k 
and 
#l(z) = 52^+1%*. 
k 
Note that 
- v: 
where z = e""^. The polyphase symbols of the corresponding wavelet are defined similarly. 
Definition 8 The matrix 
Go(() Gi(f) f(() 
is called the poZypAase matriz. 
Conditions (2.2) are equivalent to M(f)M(f)* — f (0-^(0* = ^ 
DeGnition 9 A trigonometric motriz poZynomioZ vl(() is called paraunitary if 
Vl(()A(0" = A(()*A(() = J. 
Note: M being paraunitary is equivalent to f being paraunitary. 
14 
2.5 Moments 
Definition 10 The continuous moments of ^ and ^ are de&ned by 
/
DO 
-oo 
[CO 
I/j = / 
J — CO 
Any wavelet ip that comes from an MRA must satisfy 
fOO 
i/o = / = 0. 
J — CO 
This is the zeroth moment of ip.  
Definition 11 The jth discrete moments are defined by 
Note: mo = 1. 
One can show that 
and 
Mj — 2 i y ] f s ) mj-sMs (2-4) 
»=o ^ 
V j  —  ~  3 52 ^  g   ^n j - s ^ s -
In particular, we can choose /io to be an arbitrary nonzero number. The remaining are 
then uniquely defined. 
2.6 Approximation Order and Accuracy 
We say that a reSnable function has approximation order k if for 0 < k < JV — 1, the 
polynomial can be reproduced exactly as a linear combination of its integer shifts. It turns 
out that if the dual wavelet ^ has JV vanishing moments, then the scaling function ^ has 
approximation order TV, as given by the following theorem. 
15 
Theorem 6 Let ^(z) be a compactly supported scaling function associated with an MRA. 
Let %6(z) be the dual wavelet. Then for each JV the following are equivalent. 
(i) / r*^(z)dz — 0 for 0 < t < TV — 1. 
(») Zn gn"* =0 for 0 < k < TV - 1. 
(iii) ^f(() can be factored as 
/1 + \ ^ 
^(0 - j ^ 
for some 2?r - periodic trigonometric polynomial %,((). 
(iii) (?r) = 0, for 0 < k < TV — 1. 
Note: The conditions in this theorem are necessary conditions for approximation order N .  
They are sufficient if the cascade algorithm converges. 
Proof: This is proved in [6]. 
Example: k and d62 as explained earlier have approximation orders zero and one, respectively. 
The symbol for the scaling function h  factors as 
where L ( £ )  =  1, and the symbol for the Daubechies scaling function d b 2 ,  factors as 
2.7 Lifting 
Using the K/ting gcAeme one can start with a very simple or trivial multiresolution analysis, 
and gradually work one's way up to a multiresolution analysis with particular properties. It is 
one of the most elegant ways of generating a biorthogonal MRA. 
Definition 12 A filter pair is complementary if the corresponding polyphase matrix 
P(z) has determinant 1. 
Theorem 7 Let (#, G) be complementary, then any other finite filter C*™ complementary 
to is of the form 
G"™ = G(z) + #(z)s(z2), 
16 
where a(z) is a Laurent polynomial. Conversely, any filter of this form is complementary to G. 
Proof: This is proved in [15]. 
The new polyphase matrix can be written as 
This creates a new dual scaling function whose filter is given by the dual polyphase matrix 
which implies that the new wavelet, the dual scaling function and wavelets are given by 
The scaling function here does not change at all, while the wavelet and the dual scaling 
function change according to the above relations. The dual wavelet also changes, but in a 
less fundamental way than the wavelet and the scaling function. More precisely, the dual 
wavelet changes because the dual scaling function from which it is built changes, while the 
filter coefficients remain exactly the same. 
The power behind the lifting scheme is that through s ( z )  we have full control over all wavelets 
and dual functions that can be built from a particular scaling function. This means that we 
can start from a simple or trivial set of biorthogonal functions and use suitable s(z) so that 
after lifting the wavelet has desirable properties. The lifting scheme can also be used for the 
dual scaling function and the wavelet in a similar way; this is called duo! K/ting. Lifting and 
dual lifting can be iterated to get an MRA with desired properties. 
Example: Lifting the Haar wavelet A. 
We start from the Haar wavelet and try to use the lifting scheme to increase the number of 
vanishing moments of the wavelet from one to two. Initially 
p
"™(z' = U) ir(z)-
P™"(z) 
o "T'I*" 
G"™(z) = G(z) + *(z)a(z2), 
#™"(z) = #(z)-G(z)s(z-2), 
G"™(z) = G(z). 
#(z) = #(z) = 
17 
and 
G(z) = G(z) = 1-z 
After lifting we get 
(7^(z) = G(z) + *(z)g(z2). 
We need G"^(0) = 0 for one vanishing moment, which implies that s(0) = 0. For two vanishing 
moments we have to have = G""^(0) = 0. Let's work with z — for simplicity. 
Thus 
(7^(0) = G'(0) + ^'(0)g(0) + 2H(0)/(0) = 0, 
or 
/(0) G'(0) 
2^(0) 
We can choose (for symmetry ) s(£) = (—i/4) sin(. Thus the new wavelet symbol under lifting 
can be written as 
1 - e-% + g(2()(l + e"^) 
1 i sin 2^ ie sin 2^ 
-2< -3< 
16 16 
or 
The corresponding dual scaling symbol can be written as 
- Àz^ + ^ -z^. 
16 16 
2.8 Factorization 
16 
Various techniques to factor existing wavelet Biters into basic building blocks are known. 
For example, it is known that every polyphase matrix in one dimension factors into lifting 
factors, viz. 
1=1 L 
1 3j(z) 1 0 ' k 0 
.0 I %(z) 1 0 1/k 
18 
where a,(z) and t,(z) are Laurent polynomials and k is a constant [15]. 
It is also known that the polyphase matrix of every orthogonal wavelet can be factored [6] in 
the form 
P(z) = Qfi(z),. ., f^(z), 
where Q is a constant orthogonal matrix and each _F& is a projection /octor of the form 
F(z) = (J — uu*) + uu*z 
for some unit vector u. 
2.9 Completion 
A completion problem for a wavelet is the problem of finding the corresponding wavelet 
given the scaling function. This is equivalent to completing the polyphase matrix to a parau­
nitary matrix when the first row is given. Let A be the determinant of P. Since PP" = I, 
P* = G S l  1 G\ 
~ A —Go ^0 
= f-
so 
Go = -A#?, Gi = A#;. 
Since the determinant must be a monomial for compactly supported wavelets, we have A = 
|a| = i 
Thus the matrix completion problem in the one dimensional case can always be solved. In 
short, given #o, we can always End Go, Gi a such that P is paraunitary. 
Example: Daubechies scaling function <&2. 
Given the scaling function and its symbol 
#(f) = -^(ho + kiz + kgz^ + kgz^), 
the polyphase matrix has the following paraunitary completion. 
_ _ ko + kgz ki + kgz 
-(ki + kgz^) ko + kgz"^ 
19 
or equivalent^ the following paraunitary completion which keeps the same support. 
—h\z — h$  Hqz  + kg 
20 
CHAPTER 3. The Multivariate Setting 
3.1 Lattices 
A matrix M is said to be a dtWion matrir if it has integer entries and all of its eigenvalues 
are greater than one in absolute value. A linear combination of N vectors X ; . x-j,.. . ,  x , v  is 
an expression of the form c^x* where are real numbers. The c, are called coej^icienk. 
The set of vectors xi,x% ,x./v is said to be linearly independent if c,x; — 0 implies 
Ci = 0 for all i. If the set of vectors xj .xo,.... x<j is linearly independent, then the totality 
of the vectors of the form {X^=i nixi \ ni G S} is called a d-dimensional lattice. We denote 
it by F. In such a case, M = [xi,xg,..., Xj] is called the sampling matrix [19], and is said to 
generate the lattice. If M is the identity matrix, then each x^ is a unit vector pointing in the 
i t h  d i r e c t i o n ,  a n d  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  l a t t i c e  F  i s  X d .  
Note: Note that several different dilation matrices M may produce the same lattice. 
Definition 13 Given a dilation matrix M, the /tmdoTnefiW pomfWeptped of the lattice F is 
defined by 
F(M) = {y 6 | y — Mx for some x G [0,1)^}. 
The fundamental parallelepiped depends on the matrix M, not just on the lattice T. 
Let F be some lattice and consider the order m group where m = | detM|. Its complete 
set of representatives is called the Agît set and denoted by D = {do, di,... ,dm-i}. More 
precisely we take D = P D F and Udef,(r + d) = Z^. 
Example 1: Standard quincunx. The dilation matrix 
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4() 4» 
2» 2» 
O 10 
oe- 0©-
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 3.1 Standard and nonstandard quincunx and column lattices 
gives rise to the quincunx lattice shown in Eg. 3.1 (left), with digit set {(0,0)*, (1,0)*} . 
Example 2: Nonstandard quincunx. The dilation matrix 
M = 1 -1 
1 1 
gives rise to the same lattice as before, but the digit set is {(0,0)*, (0,1)*} . 
Example 3: Column lattice. The dilation matrix 
m = 0 2 
1 0 
gives rise to the column sublattice shown in fig. 3.1 (right), with digit set {(0,0)*, (1,0)*} . 
3.2 Refïnable Vector Functions 
Let Af be a fixed dilation matrix associated with the lattice F C Z^. The equation 
4*(x) m ^2 # (Mx — k), x G R^, 
kEA 
(3.1) 
where A is some finite subset of F and are fixed r x r matrices, is called the ne/imement 
equation. A solution of the refinement equation is called a vector acafing /unction or re^nobk 
vector yùnction. r is called the multiplicity of <#». If the matrix A — —= has eigenvalues t / t f i  *  
keA 
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Ai = 1 and |Aa|,..., |Ar| <1, then there exists a non-zero compactly supported distribution 
#(x) = (d>i(x),%(x),...,<^r(x)X satiating the reSnement equation (3.1) [1]. Furthermore, 
d»(() is a continuous vector function and <^(0) ^ 0, where is the Fourier transform of 
When r = 1, we say that (3.1) is a single function refinement equation. # is orfAogonaf if 
< <^(x - j), - k) >= 
where I is the r x r identity matrix. If f and g are r x 1 vector functions, the inner product is 
defined as the following: 
- i/ip; \ 
-
< f , g > =  /  f g "  =  - - I/as; 
V / w - - /Ag; y 
The * denotes the complex conjugate transpose. 
Let #(x) be a reûnable vector function. Using the notation d»„j(x) = m? i^»(M"x — j), we get 
#(M"x - j) = Ak <^(M(Af^x - j) - k) 
keA 
= T7i^ kk<^(M""^^x — Mj — k). 
keA 
Therefore 
d»nj(x) - ^2 hk <^(Af+^x - Mj - k) 
keA 
— ^2 ^ k ^n+l,Mj+k(^)' 
keA 
Let Mj + k = p and deGne kp = 0 for p ^ A. Then 
^nj(x) — yi V*n+l,pW- (3-2) 
per 
Lemma 1 If is re&nable and orthogonal, we have 
Jjkf = ^ Ï ^ p — M k -
p 
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Figure 3.2 _K\ corresponding to standard quincunx 
Proof: Using orthogonality and the relation (3.2) 
= < 4»(x-j),<Kx-k) > 
— < ^ ] ^p—MjV*l,p: ^ I 'tq-.Vfk<r>l1q ^ 
p q 
= 52 ^ "P-Mi ^1,P' 01,q > ^q-Mk 
p,q 
— ^ ^p-Mjfop-Mk-
P 
However, these are only necessary conditions. SuScient conditions can be found in [22] and 
[23]. 
Example: Let # denote the scaling function corresponding to 
with the coefficients of Haar scaling function bo = hi = 4%. The scaling function is two-
dimensional Ha&r scaling function ^ where 5 is as shown in Eg 3.2. 
Example:Let M be the standard quincunx and let 
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and let unspecified coefficients bo,bi,b2,b3 be placed at the corresponding positions. Then 
the orthogonality conditions are 
/lg + h± + /12 + /13 — 1, 
Ao kg + /13 = 0. 
In this case the coefficients of the scalar Daubechies wavelet with two vanishing moments will 
work. Let DB2 denote the scaling function corresponding to 
HOMD'CMi)}' 
with the coefficients of Daubechies scaling function db'2. The corresponding scaling function is 
shown in fig 3.4. 
Example: Let M be the standard quincunx and let 
where the unspecified coefficients are placed as shown: 
bg by 
h.2 hs hi /15 
ho h\ 
The orthogonality conditions are 
bg + 4- b| + b| 4- b| 4- b| 4- — 1, 
bob% + bibs 4- bjbg + bsby = 0, 
bo/14 4- bib; 4- bgbg 4- baby = 0, 
bgb* 4- bgbg = 0, 
bobg 4- bib? = 0. 
m — 
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The two-particular family of solutions of the above equations is 
/i(l — 1/ + /i + /w) ho =  
hi  = 
/l2 = 
Ag ' 
hi  = 
h$ = 
he  = 
hj  = 
(p2 + l) (1,2 + 1) ' 
~/l(l + V - M + V) 
(/i24-l)(f24-l) 
+ 1/ - /U + /XI/) 
(/i2 + l)(l/2 + 1) 
juz/(l — 1/ 4- /i 4- /if) 
(/i2 4- l)(z^ 4- 1) 
— 1/(1 — V + /X + /zzv) 
(/i2 4- l)(i/2 4- 1) 
i/(l 4-1/ - fj, + /iv) 
(/i2 4- l)(z/2 4-1) 
(1 + v - (j, + /«/) 
(/i2 4- l)(z/2 + 1) ' 
(1 — v 4- fi 4- fJ.v) 
(/i2 4- l)(z/2 4-1) 
The corresponding scaling functions aew known as K-V scaling functions after Kovacevic-
Vetterli [3]. 
3.3 Support 
Our interest is in compactly supported scaling functions, which implies that {/ikjkeA are 
finitely supported. For k € Zd, let : Rd —» be the affine map 
u&(x) = M"^(x4-k). 
Let TY(R^) be the space of all non-empty, compact subsets of R^. The HausdorE metric h(.,.) 
is deGned by 
b(B,C) = mf{e > 0 : B C Q and C C BJ, 
where 
= {x € R" : dist(x, B) < e}. 
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Under the Hausdorff metric, %(R^) is a complete metric space. For a Gnite set # c Z'', deSne 
the iterated function system (IPS) 
^(-B) = |J Wk(B) 
keif 
where B E M(R^). Since M is expansive, there exists a matrix norm with ||M"^|| < 1, and 
therefore wg is a contractive map on R^. By the contraction mapping theorem, there exists 
a unique compact set K H  such that w H { K H )  —  A" m • Kn is called the attractor of the IFS 
generated by H and can be expressed as 
OO 
X* = clos(^] (3.4) 
3=1 
with convergence in the Hausdorff norm. Our interest will be the attractor associated with 
the IFS generated by the support of the refinement coefficients, A. The following theorem 
estimates the support of the scaling function. 
Theorem 8 If a function <p : Rn —» Cr is a compactly supported solution of the refinement 
equation, then supp(<&) C .%A-
Proof: If x 6 supp(^), then Mx—k 6 supp(<&) for some k E A. Therefore, x € M"^supp(/)4-
M^A, or supp(<^) C M'^A + M'^supp(i^). Iterating this gives 
supp(<^) C M""^A + M"^A + M"^A 4 1- M^A + M"^supp((^). 
Since is a contraction, this gives 
OO 
supp(^) C ^2 M"^(A) + e, for all e. 
j=i 
Thus 
supp(<^)cKA, by (3.4). 
3.4 Estimating the Support 
In many cases, M" = c7 for some n E N, c E R. In those cases, we can use (3.4) to estimate 
the support of 
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Example 1: 
=  [  1  - 1  ]  '  A  =  { (  0  ) ' (  0 } "  
Here = 27. We have the following table. 
k M
~"  ( 0 ) 
1 
2 
(0,0)* 
(0,0)* 
(1/2,1/2)* 
(1/2,0)* 
3 
4 
(0,0)' 
(0,0)* 
(1/4,1/4)* 
(1/4,0)* 
5 
6 
(0,0)* 
(0,0)* 
(1/8,1/8)* 
(1/8,0)* 
7 (0,0)* (1/16,0)* 
If (z,?/) 6 #A, then 
0 < z < 1/2 4-1/2 4-1/4 4-1/4 4-1/8 4-1/8 4- - - - = 2, 
0 < !/ < 1/2 4-1/4 4-1/8 4-1/16 4-1/32 4- - = 1, 
so supp ^ C [0,2] x [0,1]. The actual support is the set shown in fig 3.2. 
Example 2: 
Here M 4 = —4/. 
k 
o
 o
 
1 s 
^ ( 0  
1 
2 
3 
4 
(0,0)* 
(0,0)* 
(0,0)* 
(0,0)' 
(1/2,1/2)* 
(1/2,0)* 
(1/4,-1/4)* 
(0,-1/4)' 
5 
6 
7 
8 
(0,0)' 
(0,0)* 
(0,0)' 
(0,0)' 
(-1/8, -1/8)* 
(-1/8,0)* 
(-1/16,1/16)* 
(0,1/16)* 
9 
10 
(0,0)* 
(0,0)' 
(1/32,1/32)* 
(1/64,1/0)' 
If (z, y) E then 
z < 1/2 4-1/2 4-1/4 + 1/32 4-1/32 4-1/64 4- - - -
= (1/2 + 1/2 4-1/4) [1 + 1/16 + 1/16^ 4- - - ] = 4/3, 
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Figure 3.3 corresponding to non-standard quincunx 
z > -[1/8 + 1/8 + 1/16 + -..] = -1/3, 
y < 1/2 + 1/16 + 1/16 + 1/32 + - - - = 2/3, 
1/ > -[1/4 +1/4 4-1/8 + . -] - -2/3, 
so supp C [-1/3,4/3] x [—2/3,2/3]. The actual support is the set shown in Gg 3.3. 
Theorem 9 
S ( A ) + j  =  S ( A  +  ( M - 7 ) j ) ,  
S(A + p) = 5(A + (M-7)-^p). 
In words: shifting the support of # by j can be achieved by shifting the position of the 
coefficients by (M — Z)j. Conversely, shifting the position of the coefficients fit by p shifts 
the support of # by (M — 7)""^p. 
Proof: Let 
S = UkM-i(S + k). 
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Then 
5 + j = UkM""^(g + k)+j 
= UkM""^(S + k + Mj) 
= UkM-i(g + k+Mj+j-j) 
= UkAM(g+j + k+(M-T)j). 
The second equality is obtained by setting j = (M — 7)_Ip. 
Theorem 10 Assume A is a nonsingular matrix which commutes with M. Then 
g(AA) = Ag(A) 
In words: replacing A by A A replaces S by AS. 
Proof: AM =• MA => AM~l — M~lA. Then 
Ag = UkAM-i(S + k) 
= UkM-U(S + k) 
= UkM-i(AS + Ak) 
— UpçaaM 1(AS + p). 
3.5 Computing Point Values 
The point values of the refmable function can be approximated by using the following 
cascade algorithm, as in the univariate case. 
Definition 14 The cascade algorithm consists of selecting a suitable starting function (z) 6 
1,2, and then producing a sequence of functions 
«^("+i)(x) — \Zm Ak^i^ (Mx — k). 
k 
Theorem 11 If the cascade algorithm converges for both and then the necessary con­
dition for the orthogonality is also the sufficient condition. 
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0 0 
Figure 3.4 DB2 Scaling function and its support 
Proof: This is proved in [22]. 
The point values of the scaling function can also be obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem, 
as in the scalar case. Let xi,... x; be the points with integer coordinates inside the support 
of 4». Let 
0 = 
\ / 
Writing out the recursion relation for each #(x;) we get an eigenvalue problem 
Example 1: Two-dimensional Haar function Zf. The support is shown in Gg (3.2). There are 
no interior points with integer coordinater inside the support, and the method requires #= 0 
on the boundary, so this is not going to work. 
Example 2: Two-dimensional Daubechies wavelet DB2. The support is shown in fig 3.4. 
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There are 4 interior points, namely {(2,1)*, (3,1)*, (3,2)*, (4,2)*}. 
/ hi Ao 0 0 \ 
T= V2 0 0 hi ko 
As Tig 0 0 
\ 0 0 hg kg / 
We normalized the point values so as to have the sum equal to 1. 
#2,1) = |(2+ V3) 
<A(3,1) = 
9^(3,2) = —g 
<6(4,2) = | (2 - v"'3) 
Example 3 Kovacevic-Vetterli (K-V). There are 18 interior points. 
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CHAPTER 4. Multivariate Wavelet Theory 
4.1 Multiresolution Analysis, Multiwavelets 
Definition 15 A multiresolution approximation (MRA) of L2(Kd) is a nested sequence of 
subspaces 
- c c c C ^  C 
satisfying 
(i) clo5(U,^) = ^(^) 
(») = 
(m) /(x) e ^ 4=^ /(Mx) e 
(iu) /(x) € <=> /(x + M^'k) 6 VkE Z'' 
(v) There exists a refinable vector function <p^ so that 
{^(x + k) : j = l,...,r,ke Z"^} 
forms a Riesz basis of is a called a rmJtwca&Tig /unctiorL 
The MRA is orf/wgonof if is orthogonal. Assuming orthogonality, (tii) implies that 
{\/m^j^(Mx—k)}^_i r.kez^ is an orthonormal basis for the space , and since Vg ^ C 
we have 
0^(x) = \/m 52 ^ 4^ (Mx — k), x E R^, (4.1) 
keA 
for some where \/m is the normalizing factor that preserves the .L^-nonn. This shows that 
any scaling function # is a reSnable function. However, not every refinable function generates 
an MRA. 
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Now let us consider the subspace Wo, the orthogonal complement of in V,^. Since the 
determinant of M is m, m — 1 wavelets are needed to characterize the wavelet space Wo [8]. 
Let us assume the existence of m — 1 wavelets ,..., and let 
Wo = t^)@ if ) . . . e  
where = span(^»W(x — k)), k e i = 1,2,..., m — 1. Let 
W, = MAf x) : ^(x) 6 Wb}. 
The sequence of spaces {Wj} satisfies conditions similar to conditions (i) through (v) of an 
MRA [6]. We have the following lemma, similar to the scalar case. 
Lemma 2 
= G 
which implies that 
OO 
WRd) = clos( 0 Wk). 
h~—oo 
Proof: The proof is similar to the one presented in [6]. 
The spaces W, are called the wavekt apocea. Let us assume the existence of the wavelets and 
let the scaling function span Vj°\ Then 
vf) = ^ @ if) @ ^ @ 
which gives the following recursion relations 
0^(x) = \/m (Mx - k), (4.2) 
keA 
^)(x) = Vm(Mx- k), = 1,2... ,m - 1. (4.3) 
keA 
Definition 16 The wavelets are called orthogonal if 
< d»(^(x - j), 4»(")(x - k) >= (4.4) 
As in the proof of lemma 1, this implies that the necessary condition for orthogonality is 
dpyjjkf = ^2 ^ p^Mj^p-Mk-
p 
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Definition 17 The wavelets are called MortAogorW if 
< 4»W(x - j), <^"\x - k) >- (4.5) 
is called the duo! of <^. In such a case the MRA generated by is called the dual MRA 
~<i) 
and the corresponding wavelets , i = 1,2,..., m — 1, are called the dual wavelets. If ^ is 
orthogonal, then <f> — <f>. 
4.2 Decomposition and Reconstruction 
Let us take an arbitrary /(x) € for some n. According to the decomposition 
we have 
/(*> = EC<|w 
j 
where = < /, > -
It is enough to compute the inner product at one level. We have 
< 4^1,k , ^5 > = ^Mk-
Thus, the decomposition and the reconstruction equations can be written as 
%k = ZC"%k' (4-6) 
C" = E&k^k- (4.7) 
fi,k 
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4.3 Symbol and Modulation Matrix 
Definition 18 Given a complex valued vector r = [ri,rg,... r»]\ an integer valued vector 
s = [ai, s;... and an integer-valued matrix Z, = [Lg, Z-i... Z^], where is the column 
of .L. Then, the vector r raised to the vector s power is a scalar and is defined to be 
rs — rp r22 • • • , 
and r raised to the power L is a row vector defined as 
- -r^"j. 
In particular, if z = (zi,zg, -, z^) and k = (&i, then z^ = z^ ... z^, z^ = . 
Definition 19 The symbols of the scaling function and wavelet coefficients are defined by 
m k 
or in z notation, 
Since 
W z "  
m ' K k 
^)(x) = m: ^2 - k), 
we have 
keA 
<^(f) = 
Lemma 3 Let F = MZ^ be the lattice and D be the digit set. Then for k G Z^, 
E «  
dec 
-2«i<k,M-^d> _ J ^ if k 6 F, 
0 otherwise. 
Proof: This is proved in [4]. 
Theorem 12 The orthogonality conditions in terms of symbols are 
+ 2%M-^d) = 6^,7. (4.8) 
dec 
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Proof: Since 
we End 
M g-i<k, (> 
jm K 
E " '  
(p) -t<k, £> -2wi<k,M rd> 
Then 
]>] + 2^-M-^d) 
d 
_ _3_ ^2 ^2 /i5-,i'/i|('''i*e_'l<k_-',^>e_2:ri<k_-'''V:'"Td> 
771 d j k 
j k 
Setting j = k — Ml and using lemma 2, this equals 
E =E (E -SaX'* } - V 
k j  i l k  J  
by the orthogonality condition. 
Example 1: Standard quincunx 
which has {(0,0)1, (1,0)*} as its digit set. The orthogonality condition turns out. to be 
t \ |2  
M = 1 1 
1 -1 
l # ( f  ) r  +  l * «  + ( 7 T , 7 T ) T  =  1 .  
Example 2: Non-standard quincunx 
M = 1 -1 
1 1 
The orthogonality condition is 
l#(<)r + l*(< + (7T,-7r)T = l 
Example 3: Column lattice 
M = 0 2 
1 0 
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The orthogonality condition turns out to be 
l#(<)r + l*(( + (7r,0)T = l 
Definition 20 The modWafion motriz is 
M(() = 
g-(o)(g) Zf(0)(( + 27rM-'di) 
gW(() #(% + 27rM-*di) 
B-(2)(( + 27rM-'di) 
^)(( + 27rM-'dm_i) 
gM(( + 27rM-«d^_i) 
#(%(( +2%-AMdm-i) 
where do, di... d^-i is any ordering of the digits with do = 0. 
The modulation matrices in the standard quincunx, non-standard quincunx and the column 
cases are respectively 
M(f) 
*((%) 
+ W) 
and 
M(() = 
M({) = ^(o)(0 jfm(( + (7T,o)*) 
_ # ( ! ) ( ( )  j f W ( (  +  K 0 ) * ) _  
4.4 Polyphase Components and Polyphase Matrix 
An arbitrary k (= Zd can be written uniquely as 
k = Mj 4- d, 
where Mj € Fandd 6 D. To make the notation easier, we fix some ordering do,... ,dm-i 
with do = 0. 
Notation. Let . 
DeBnition 21 The pofyp/wwe gym60k are 
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The symbol can be expressed in terms of polyphase components as 
m—1 
#W(z) = 
3=0 
where j = 1,2 m — 1. 
The decomposition and reconstruction relations can be written in polyphase form as 
fW* _ fW'kW* 
- 2^ '"J "j-Mk j 
— 2^2^ ^Ml-Mk+dk 
k I 
k 1 
and 
f WO* _ f W* 
k H k 
which are the sums of convolutions. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Definition 22 The poZyp/ioae motrtc is 
f(() = 
_H"(o,o)(() ff(°'i)(() 
#W)(f) j?(i'i)(() 
j[f(2,0)(() ff(2A)(() 
The orthogonality condition is 
#(0,m-l)(2) 
f (Of (0* = /. (4.11) 
Example 1: The Haar wavelet H. The symbol is 
if™ M = 
Thus, 
HB>(a)ff(°'(zr + = j[(l + *i)(l + -) + (1 - îi)(1 - -)] = 1, 
4 Z\  Z \  
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1 11 
where - = (—, —), The orthogonality condition is satisfied. The polyphase symbols are 
Z Zl Zg 
- #(0.1) (z) = _L 
^ V5 
The scaling function is the two-dimensional Haar scaling function # = Xa, where S is as shown 
in Eg 3.2. 
Example 2: The Daubechies wavelet DB2. The symbol is 
H^(  z) — -y=(&o + h \Z \  +  h^z \  +  h$z \ ) .  
and 
The polyphase symbols are 
g(0'0)(z) = 
j 
= ho + h2z iz2 ,  
= hi + /l3ZiZ2-
The corresponding sealing function is shown in fig 3.4. 
Example 3: K-V scaling function. The symbol is 
+ /13Z1 + A4Z1 + /15Z1 + 4- kgziza + kyzizg). 
The polyphase symbols are 
g(o,o)(z) = A; 4- bgzi 4- koza 4- /14Z1Z2 
= A3 4- /i?zi 4- Aizg 4- ksZiZ2-
4.5 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for the Existence of Wavelets 
Now we state the necessary and sufficient conditions such that the lattice translates of 
{^(j) : j = 1,2....m — 1} will form an orthonormal basis for Wo-
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Theorem 13 .W {V^} k an ort/wgomaf MRA /or Z^(R^). Then (he /ofkwing ore efu*t;a!enf. 
(:) {^)(x — k) : j = 1,2... m — 1, k € F} wiZZ /orm an orfhonormaZ kww /or Wg. 
(*i) w pamunifan/ a.e. 
(»i) ia pomunifary a.e. 
(ii;) ZTie recursion coejQïctenta {/i^ : j = 0,1 m — 1 } aatia/y 
<5p,„(5jk = ^2 ^ p^Wj^pLLk-
p 
Proof: This is proved in [11]. 
Thus, once an MRA has been found, we can construct a wavelet basis for if we can 
complete a paraunitary matrix, namely P. We will consider the completion problem in section 
8.1. 
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CHAPTER 5. Computing Moments and Approximation Order 
5.1 Moments 
We will use the standard multi-index notation x** = , where a = (a%, «2, - -, ow) 
is a d-tuple of non-negative integers. The degree of a is 
|q| = Qi + «2 + • • • + oy. 
The number of different multi-indices a of degree s is 
Let 
a >« = ±L_ Z 
Definition 23 The discrete moments are defined by 
j = 0,1,2,... - 1. 
Definition 24 The contmuoug momeTits are defined by 
j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 771 — 1. 
Note: 77i^ is an 7" x r matrix and is an r x 1 vector. 
In sections (5.1) and (5.2), we will drop the subscript, and always consider 7na = 
771^. For a particular s choose any fixed ordering of all a with |a| = a. This ordering will be 
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fixed from now on. Let ay be the j** index. We collect the d« monomials x<* in the chosen 
order to form a column vector of monomials 
/ x*' \ 
%W(x) = , xE 
\ / 
Notation: We also use the notation [x*]i(%|=, to represent a column vector of monomials in 
the given order. Given any expansive d x d matrix M = with scalar entries, let 
M M — {m ' f j }  be the d 3  x d s  matrix whose scalar entries mjj are defined by the equation 
d3  
(Mx)*' = 
j=i 
Dilation of %W(z) by M obeys the rule 
%M(Mi) = MW%W(z). 
If A = (Ai,..., Ad)* is the vector of eigenvalues of M, then (A*i,..., A°^«)t is the vector of 
all eigenvalues of M M [2]. 
Note: Since the eigenvalues of M M are of the form AQ|, M M is invertible, since all of 
the eigenvalues of M are strictly greater than 1 in absolute value. It is easy to show that 
(MM)-1 — (M-1)^. Consider 
^ = yx*'^(x)dx, 
and 
4'] 
\ < / 
y/l'] is a column vector of size rd, x 1, where each is of size r x 1, i = 1,2,... d,. 
Let 
ma 
m ' '  =  
\ / 
The size of is d.r x r. 
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Let I be the r x r identity matrix. 
/ m^Z m^Z 
mjnZ m^Z M2^ 
\ / 
m; 
\ + " ' + / 
/ /WnX^-l 1- Tn^x*''' )#(x)dx ^ 
/(ra^x*' 4 H nJ^x°^ )^(x)dx 
V + - + mg ^x°". )^(x)dx / 
f ^/(m^x^i-l 1- m^x°<'«)/ik<^(Mx - k)dx \ 
Zk /(m^x^ -I 1- mg^x^' )hk<^(Mx - k)dx 
k Zk /("&=«' + - - + )Ak^(Mx - k)dx y 
/ ^/%M(Mx)ihk^(Mx-k)dx \ 
Zk / (Mx)g Ak^(Mx — k)dx 
\ Zk / (Mx)d. hk^(Afx - k)dx / 
Zk I-%W(y)i W(y - k)dy \ 
Zk / (y)ahk^(y - k)dy 
I Zk I^^(y)d. W(y - k)dy y 
/ Zk / + k)ihkd»(x)dx \ 
Zk / JC^(x + k)z/ik^(x)dx 
Zk / + k)d.hk^(x)dx / 
1 
m 
Z;Zo<^<a ( ^ ^ k«-/) hk^(x)dx 
! Of l=s 
let |=s 
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where 
" )  =  (  ( f t  ) ' " ( & )  a f t £ a ' ' t c , I e a c h i '  
' |[ 0, otherwise. 
This can be used to compute recursively. Note that is an eigenvector of , which is 
defined uniquely up to a constant. The rest of them are then uniquely defined. 
Some special cases: 
Case I : d = 1, M — 2, so M M = 2s. 
A1' ' — Ms — 2 y ' j3^j ms-/3M/3-
This is leads to (2.4) in section 2.5. 
Case II: Arbitrary d, and |a| = 0, so M M = l. Thus 
In the scalar case r = 1, fig = tooMQj mo — 1, therefore we can take //q = 1. 
Case III: Arbitrary d  and |aj = 1. We have M M = M.  Therefore 
(M ® = m^/4) + (f® T»o)^, 
so 
= (M ® 7 - I ® 
Again for the scalar case r = 1, mo = 1, A4) — 1, and the above reduces to 
therefore 
Example: Haar wavelet H. 
mo = 1, 
1 
m(i,o) - g' 
m(o,i) = 0, 
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therefore 
= 
W) = 1 
T) 
w  =  ( . « - / ) - '  ( f  ) - (  ?  ; ) (  f  
Verier: 
likewise 
1  f X  2 +1 
x \dx idx2  
Z2 
=  I I
= k  -
= / (z2 + 7p(&C2 
dig 
1 2 1 
2^ + 2^ 
= 1, 
rl rx 2+1 
^(0,1) — I I  Vo Vr 
/ [z2ZldZ2] 
Vo 
%2(kl<^C2 
22 + 1 
X 2  
Example: Daubechies wavelet DB2. 
n%o = 1, 
*71(1,0) — y=(Ai 4- 2/12 + 3hs) = —g-
"i(o.i) = 0, 
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therefore 
3—\/3 
™" ; t [1] _ I s- , 
Mo — 
/  3 - V 5 \  
~  {  ° - = f i  ) '  
5.2 Approximation Order and Accuracy 
The accuracy of a refinable function f : RtZ —» Cr is the largest integer k such that every 
polynomial q(x) with degree < k can be reproduced from linear combinations of the translates 
of / along F. The precise definition is given below. 
Deûnition 25 A function f : —» (T has accuracy k if for every polynomial g(z) with 
degree < k there exist 1 x r vectors (c%}ker such that 
ker 
We use the terms that we used when computing moments. Let us consider the approxima­
tion order p. For all s < p, we have 
-X^(x) = - k), (5.1) 
k 
where each is a d, X r matrix. Using the two scale refinement equation, 
XW (x) = -\Zrn ^2 (Afx - Mk — 1) 
k,i 
= Vrriy^gkkp_Mk^ (Mx- p). 
k,p 
Letting Mx = y, 
(M^)^%W(y) = \/m^]9kAp-Mk^ (y - P), 
k,p 
(y) = MM Ym gk^-Mk<^ (y - P). (5.2) 
k,p 
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From (5.1 and 5.2), we have 
9p = VmAfW ]>2 9k/ip-Mk for &U P 
Now 
jfW(x) = E 
/ gl,l,9l,2, .-,Pl,r \ 
g2,l,92,2, . ,92.r 
/ <Ai(x -k) \ 
<Az(x - k) 
We note that 
where 
thus we 
\  9ds, 1) 9ds,2i  •••  1 9ds,r  /  \  0r(x k) J 
< %^(x),^(x-k) >= [yÔ(k)],a|=,, 
y*(k> = E ( % ) k" ' p. 
4* . ^  J" '  
9k — [ya(k)]|a|=s • 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 14 A necessary condition for a refinable function to have approximation order s is 
h/a(p)]|a|=, = VmM [%a(k)]|a|=, /tp-Mk, for all p. 
k 
The condition is also sufficient if the cascade algorithm converges. 
Special case: |cx| — 0. Here 
yô(p) = Aô 
Therefore, the above condition reduces to 
(5-3) 
Ao - VmM A%Ap-Mk, for ail p. 
Special cage: |oc| = 1. Here 
Pk = 
y(i,o,...,o)(k) 
y (0,1 0)(k) 
y(o,o,...,i)(k) 
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Let e* be the r" standard unit vector in R* and let k = (ki,.kj), then 
Thus 
gk = 
y*i,o, .,o)(k) 
y(o,i,...,o)(k) 
y(0,0 _ 
Therefore, for approximation order two we have to have 
^[i]* + = \/mM + k/%)Ap_Mk, for all p. 
k 
Examples 1: Haar wavelet H. 
Order one: 
a#(o) = ##(o) = _L, 
so the approximation order condition for order one is satisfied. 
0 Order two: For 1 = 0 
flM" + 1/iQ = 1/2 r 
For 1 
i% M o  
2 
1/2 
But 
and 
V 2 M ^ M *  +  k , i S ) b i _ M k  =  V 2 f  |  ^  1 A J_ 
1/2 J V2 
3/2 
1/2 
1/5MÇ1"1"' + = VÎU A ) ( V2 ) 71 = (  î /2 
for 1 = ^ ^ and for 1 = ^ ^ ^ respectively, so no approximation order two holds. 
Example 2: Daubechies wavelet DB2. 
Order one: 
i f ( 0 )  =  A o  +  / %  =  — a n d  =  A i  +  k g  =  - y = ,  
v2 v2 
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so the approximation condition for order one is satisfied. 
0 Order 2: For 1 = 
and for 1 
0 
3 — \/3 \ 
(3 - \/3)/2 / ' 
o r 
(3 - \/3)/2 \ 0 
4 - V 3  
(3 - V3)/2 
and 
Vm M 4- k/ig)/n_Mk 
1 -1 ) {( (3 - ^ /2 ^ h2 
3 - V 3  \  /  - 1  
(3 - V3)/2 y I -1 
3 — \/3 X 
(3 - V3)/2 yl ' 
Vm M + k/io)ki_Mk 
1 1 
1 -1 
3 — V3 \ , / 3 — v'3 \ ( — 1 
(3 - V3)/2 j ^ + \ (3 - \^)2 j -1 /l3 
4 - V 3  \  
(3 - v^)/2 J ' 
The approximation order condition for order two is also satisfied. It can be similarly checked 
that it does not have approximation order three. 
5.3 Approximation Order in the Scalar Case 
We now switch back to the full notation, so that denotes the scaling function and 
denote the wavelets. We also restrict attention to the scalar case. Note that 
the word "scalar" refers to r = 1. These functions are still functions of x G 
Theorem 15 
= 0 for all 1 < |a| < p iff = 0 for all 1 < |a| < p. 
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Similarly, 
m^ = 0 for all 0 < |a| < p iff = Q for all 0 < |a| < p, j = 1,2,... ,m — 1. 
Proof. We prove by induction. We have 
for j = 1,2,..., m - 1. 
Let f = 0, then 
g(°)(0) = l, JEf^(0)=0 forallj = l,2,...,m-l 
by the property of the wavelets. So for \a\ — 0, we are done. 
For large p, let = [-D^]|a|=p, with same order as in i.e, 
= 
/ \ 
\ / 
Now differentiating the above equation 
we 6nd that 
^^(() + + middle order terms. 
Let ( = 0. Assume that ail the partial derivatives of #(^(f) for 0 < |c«j < p, are zero for f = 0 
(i.e. ma = 0). 
Then the first term on the right and all the middle order terms vanish, and we get 
= #(°)DW<^o)(0). 
Since is non-singular (because M is, and jf(^)(0) is not an eigenvalue of M^), this implies 
f)W^(0)(0) = 0, which implies that /i# = 0 for all a with |a| = p. Conversely assume = 0 
for 1 < |a| < p and let, for g < p, all partial derivatives of of order g be zero. The left 
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hand side is equal to zero and all the terms on the right except the first one are equal to zero 
except for Jif^)(0) ^ 0. 
Proof: We prove by induction. We have the orthogonality conditions 
+ wi)* + . . . + + W^_l)Jf^(( + = 1, 
+ Wi)' + - - - + = 0 
f o r  i — 1. 2 . . . . ,  rn — 1 .  
Since the modulation matrix is unitary, its columns are orthogonal too. 
#(0)(()#(")(( + Wi)" + + W*)' = 0 (5.4) 
for all i = 1,2,..., m — 1. Putting ( = 0, we get, 
g(0)(0)jf(0)(w<)' + jf(^(0)g^)(wt)* + + J7('"-^(0)A'('"-^(w<)* = 0 
=> ff(^(w*)* = 0 for all j = 1,2,..., m - 1. 
DiSerentiating (5.4), we get 
Plugging in ( = 0, all the terms in the sum except the first one are equal to zero, because # 
by induction hypothesis. Therefore the = 0. Similarly for the wavelets. 
Notation: Let w* = 2%M""*di, where M is the dilation matrix. 
Theorem 16 <^) satisfies the approximation order condition (5.3) of order p 
<=> D*#(o)(f) =0 for all |a| < p - 1 
m—1 f Ol r \ 
E £ (a ) J^»w(£)D"-%w($ + "<) 
1/3=0 V J 
has approximation order p and thus all the derivatives up to order of p of #(*) vanish at 0. 
We are left with 
E f ^ 1 D^°)(0)D«-^#(°)(w<) = 0. 
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In the last sum, because of the induction hypothesis, all terms disappear except for = 0 
Thus we have 
= 0  
for all i = 1,2,...,m — 1 and |a| < p— 1. Conversely, if the derivatives in the statement of the 
theorem vanish, in a very similar way it can be shown that the all the moments up to order p 
of the wavelets vanish, which in turn implies the approximation order. 
Theorem 17 Let i^), ^(0) be a pair of dual scaling functions. Then satisfies the ap-
proximation order condition (5.3) of order p 
D*#)(f) = 0, for all |a| < p — 1, i = 1,2,...,m — 1. 
Proof: Let <j>^ be a pair of dual scaling functions and <^l\ <p^\ i = 1 m — 1 be the 
corresponding wavelets. Since <j>^ has approximation order p, Tpl has p vanishing moments. 
We prove by induction. We have biorthogonality condition 
#(°) (()#%)* + + wi)#W(f + wi)* + #(0)(f + Wm-i)^M(( + w^_i)' = 0 
for i — 1,2 m - 1. 
Let a = 0 and let ( = 0. Since has approximation order p, we are left with 
#(°)(0)#W(0)* = 0 => #W(0)* = 0. 
Now, differentiating the first term of the above sum and evaluating at £ = 0, we get 
a 
& ( ) D°=^^(0)D^-^ifW'(0) = 0. 
f3—o 
All the other terms give 
for all p = 1,2,..., m — 1, which are all zero by the last theorem. Thus again, by the same 
argument, /) = 0 is the only term that contributes because of the induction hypothesis. Thus 
= 0, for all |a| < p — 1, i = 1,2,..., m — 1. 
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CHAPTER 6. Lifting Multivariate Wavelets 
6.1 Lifting 
In this chapter, we only consider scalar multivariate wavelets with m — 2. For simplicity 
we write H, G instead of 
Definition 26 A filter pair H, G is complementary if the corresponding polyphase matrix 
has determinant 1 . 
Theorem 18 Let (#, C) be complementary , then any other finite filter CT™" complementary 
to # is of the form 
G^(z) = G(z) + *(z)6(z^), 
where L ( z )  is a Laurent polynomial. Conversely, any filter of this form is complementary to G. 
In other words, the new polyphase matrix can be written as 
1 0 
&(z) 1 P(z). 
This creates a new dual wavelet function given by the dual polyphase matrix 
1 -l(z-i) 
0 1 P(z), P"™(z) = 
which implies that the dual scaling function is given by 
- #(%) - c(z)j:(z-^). 
This can be used to raise the appraximation order of The approximation order of ^ remains 
unchanged. This process can also be applied on the dual side. 
Example: Let us consider H from section 4.4. f = f ? Y 
\ V2 / 
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We know that it has approximation order one. Let us consider 
.&(%) = o + 6zi + cz2 => Z,(z*^) = 04- bzizg + cziz^ \ 
or 
Therefore 
G"™ = -^ + + (a + 4- ce^e^) Q 
Approximation order 1 : 
(T^(0) = 0 =>o + 6 + c = 0 
Approximation order two: 
G"™(0) = 0 and A(r««(o) = Ag^(o) = 0 
dsi 0(2 
=» b + c = i, and b = c 
=> 0 = c = —-, a = -. 
Thus, 
Therefore 
r/ \ 1 1 1 
^(z) = g - 4^ -
x 1 3 1 1 2 1 —i 1 2 —1 G ( z )  =  - -  +  -Zl--ZlZ2-gZlZ2--ZlZ2 - g^1^2 ' 
the new scaling function on the dual side, can be obtained from 
^ / 1 --L(z-i) W *o 
' 0 1 M Go Gi 
Thus 
- l(z-^)G, 
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= 1 + ^—1 + -g-%i 
2 2  \ 2  4  4  /  ^  2  2  
= Ê + _ lg»((i+6) 4_ lg«6 _ lg«((i-6) , lg-«6 
4  4  8  '  8  8  8  
3 , 1  l _ i _ i , l _ i  l _ i  , 1  
"  4  +  4 ^ - 8 ^  ^  + g ^ 2  - g Z l  Z 2  +  - Z 2 .  
The new Glter coefficients are located as follows 
9i,i 92,1 h-l,i Ao,i 
90,o 9i,o ^o,o ki,o • 
9i,-i 92,-1 Â_i_i Âo_i 
We can verify that this new wavelet has approximation order 2. A direct computation yields 
^1,0 — 2' <^ld 771Q,1 — 0, 
/it1' = 1 1 
1 -1 
2 1 
1 0 
1 0 
0 1 
1/2 1 
0 J" I 1/2 
We need to have 
^ = 4 1  A  ^ 2 V 2  +  
,LH Mo J 4 V 2 ^ " [ '  MO 4 \ / 2  
and 
^ + ^  1 Mo = \/2 1 1 1 -1 
J1]-
2^2 0 4V2 
,jn 
-1 MO 4/2 
Or, 
and 
Mi^ = Mi^ + M2 ^ - ^Mo, 
M^ = Mi^ - M^, 
These equations are identically satisfied if we let = gMi^, Mg^ = 2 Mo, which were the 
actually computed values of moments. Thus it is verified that the new scaling function actually 
has approximation order two. 
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CHAPTER 7. Factorization 
In the univariate case, the polyphase matrix of any orthogonal wavelet can be factored into 
linear terms. 
P(z) = [/-Fi(z)...Fk(z), 
where [/ is unitary , f) — (7 — A,) 4- A^z, A^ = Aj = Aj. 
However, this does not work for d > 2. in general. This is a very hard unsolved problem. 
Conditions under which factorization is possible are not known. We will restrict ourselves to 
presenting some examples for the multivariate case. 
Example: 
P  =  _ l f  1  %  
\/2 \ -Z2 Z1Z2 
This is the orthogonal Haar wavelet that goes with the standard quincunx with A = {(0,0)*, (1,1)*}. 
This cannot be factored in the form 
P = [/ [(7 - A) + Azi][(J - B) + Bzg], with A^ = A,B^ = B. 
However, it can be factored as 
P = (7 [(I - B) + Bz2][(Z - A) 4- Azi] 
with 
i ) ' A = ( o  =  ^ ) '  
On the other hand, this P is not the "natural" Haar wavelet. The wavelet has different 
support than the scaling function. If we complete 
p=4=  (  ^ ^  
V2 \ * * 
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by 
p — 
V2 \ —1 zi 
then 
P = (7 [(/ - A) + Azi] 
where U and A are the same as before. 
Example: DB2. 
The one dimensional Daubechies wavelet with 2 vanishing moments factors as 
p 
where 
(X hhl) +  { X 
-i i )"4"K f 
Now in the two-dimensional case, we have 
t)»» 
It seems natural to use the same completion with z replaced by z\z-i .This can be considered 
as 
P = [/ [(7 - A) + Az%][(7 - B) + Bzg], with B = 7. 
Note: The biorthogonal case is even more complicated than the orthogonal case, even for 
univariate wavelets, see [18). 
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CHAPTER 8. Completion 
8.1 The Completion Problem 
The completion problem is the problem of finding wavelets given the scaling function. This 
is equivalent to the problem of completing polyphase matrices whose first row is given. 
If rn ~= 2, it can be done as in the one-dimensional case, section 2.9. For the general completion 
problem, we have the following result [11]. 
Definition 27 Let g be a non-negative integer. A function / on R^ is g-regidor if / is in class 
C* and |^cp/(x)| < for each t = 0,1,2,..., and for each multi-index a with |a| < g. 
A g-regular MRA is an MRA where the scaling vector is q-regular. 
Theorem 19 For each g-regular MRA of R^ with general dilation M such that 2(m — l)r > d 
there exists a wavelet set containing 2(m — l)r, g-regular functions. 
Proof: This is proved in [11]. 
Example 1: Haar, H 
A = {(0,0)*, (1,0)*}, = = 
The symbol is 
and the polyphase symbols are 
#(°'°)(f) = ) = -L. 
We note that f has 
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as the unitary completion. Thus the wavelet is given by 
*,1!® -
-  4+k" 
When m > 3, there are many such examples. 
Example: %-y scaling function. We take the determinant of the polyphase matrix as A = 
Z\Z2 , so that the wavelet has the same support as scaling function. We find that 
#(1,0) = -ZlZ2(/l3 + + hl% + /15Z1Z2) 
= -/15 - A1Z1 - A7Z2 - /13Z1Z2 
and = k4-t-Aozi + /iGZ2+/t2ZiZ2 
h§ h-j —h\ ho 
h*2 h% h§ — /15 hi — /13 /i-2 
ho hi  —hj i iq 
scaling function wavelet 
Recently, Judith and Marc in [17] have found a counterexample to the above theorem for the 
case 2(m — 1) < d. r = 1. They consider the dilation to be 
M 0 3 / 0 
with dilation factor of 3, where I is a 3 x3 identity. They showed that it is impossible to 
complete the matrix in such a way that the wavelet is a continuous function, even though the 
scaling function is smooth. 
Even in the case where theorem 17 applies, it is usually difficult to complete the matrix. 
However, some completion methods are known for special cases. We present one such method 
in the following section. 
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8.2 A new Biorthogonal Completion Algorithm 
We present here a method for constructing wavelets such that * = 
1,2,... ,m — 1 are orthogonal to and the spaces i = 1,2,..., m — 1 are orthogonal 
among each other. This is a generalization of the method of Lai [12]. 
We have the following recursion relations 
<^(x) = \/m (Mx — k), x 6 i = 0,1,.. .m — 1. (8.1) 
keA 
In the frequency domain, the above equation can be written as 
MM'f) = gW(()^((), i = 0,1,... m - 1, 
where 
are the symbols for the scaling function and the wavelets. Let 
0(z) = E < <AW, - k) > z^. 
keZ"* 
Lemma 4 
*(%) = m&d E |^(( + 2^p)|2. 
^ ^ pezd 
Proof: 
< <^(x),<^(x - k) > = / <^(x)^*(x - k)dx 
1 
(2?rX 
1 
- <s?jiL^+2^>e'<k'(>i( 
We have used the fact that [0,2?r]^ + 2?rp are disjoint for different p. Thus we see that 
(2%y < <^(x), <6(x - k) > 
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i s  t h e  ( — F o u r i e r  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  t h e  2 ? r Z ^ - p e r i o d i c  f u n c t i o n  
pez 
Therefore, 
E l«Â( ( + 27rp)|^ = Z(2%y < ^(x),^(x - k) > e 
P k 
which implies 
(2^E^((  +  ^ )^ 
DeHnition 28 Let J5 stand for the operator that maps any Laurent polynomial / into the 
Laurent polynomial which contains all the terms of / indexed by the lattice points. In other 
words, £ is a downsampler. 
Example: Let us consider the standard quincunx lattice, and 
/(zi, z%) = ho + hizi + Agzizg + 
Then 
#(/) = ko + A2Z1Z2. 
The operator E has the following properties 
Lemma 5 
+ = E(A) + E(B), 
E(E(A)B) = E(A)E(B), 
E(A(z^)B(z)) = A(z^)E(B(z)). 
If the matrices M and M* generate the same lattice, then also 
E(A(z^)B(z)) = A(z^)E(B(z)). 
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Proof: Since the addition of two polynomial results in the addition of the coefficients of the 
terms of same index, the Erst equality follows. For the second one let B be a monomial, then 
the product ^(A)B will be indexed by lattice points iff 23 is indexed by the lattice points. The 
general case follows from the Erst equality. The third one follows from the second since A(z**) 
are all indexed by the lattice points. Lastly, if M and M* generate the same lattice, A(z^) 
and A(z*^') are indexed by the same lattice points. Thus it follows from the third. 
Let gi,... be any collection of functions defined by recursion relations of the form (8.1), 
and let 
St = clos2,2(Rd){gt(x - m), m € Z''}, k = 1,2,... m - 1, 
be the closure of the linear span of integer translates of Let Gi, i — 1,2,. . . ,  m — 1 be their 
corresponding symbols. Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 20 is orthogonal to for k ^ k\ iff E(GtGt'0) = 0. 
Proof: We have the following relations 
&(M*f ) = (%(f )<Â((), % = 0 , 1,. . .  m -  1. 
< gk(x),9k'(x-j) > = / 9k(x)gt'(x-j)dx 
- <k< 
m 
(2%) 
= m / Gt(()G^(()$(()e^'^(>d(. 
'[0,2^]'' 
This implies that ^ < g&(x),gj[.(x — j) > are the (—Mj)*^ Fourier coe&cients of the 2^Z^ 
periodic function Gt(()G^( ()$((). Therefore, in the Fourier expansion of G&(()G^(()$(() 
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the coefficients with index Afj will not show up if < <%(x),g^(x — j) >= 0, so we have 
E(Ot( ()G%( ()$( ()) = 0. On the other hand, if E(G*(f)(%«)$( ()) = 0, then by the 
uniqueness of the Fourier coefficients < gt(x),g^(x — j) >= 0. 
Let D = {do, di..., d^-i} be the digit set for the corresponding dilation matrix. We will 
show that that there exists a linearly dependent set go, 9i, -, 5m-1 defined by recursion rela­
tion (8.1) whose closure of integer translates spans the space Wo, the orthogonal complement 
of Vq0) in V1(0). We then find, under some extra condition, a linearly independent set which 
still spans the same space. Lastly, we orthogonalize the resulting set using something like the 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process to get wavelets. For simplicity, we write <fi, H instead 
of jfW at this point. 
Let us assume that <%(% — k) _L and 
<XMx - dt) = ^Ok^,^(x - m) + &t,mPt(x - m). (8.2) 
m 
In other words, we are assuming that 
& -1 ^ and ^ 0(% + - - + 9m_i). 
Taking the Fourier transform on each side of (8.2), we arrive at 
where 
m m 
and Gj is the symbol for = 0,1... ,m — 1. Alternatively, 
if(()A*(M'() + Gk(()B&(M*() = (8.3) 
Assuming both M and its transpose generate the same lattice, the above equations can be 
solved. Multiplying both sides of the above equation by #(()$(() and applying the downs&m-
pling operator on both sides, yields 
g[e-i<dt .(>#(()$(()] 
mE[^(()^(()$(()] 
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Conversely, if we take this choice of At and also 
= L= , 
mE[#«)*(f )*(()]' 
then (8.3) is satisfied. Furthermore, 
-L Gt, k = 0,l,...,m-1, 
because 
E[Gk(()â%()0(()] 
= ^ [{E[^(()F(()0(()]e-'<^'(> - E[e-'<^,(>F(()0(()]g(() j F(()$(()] 
= E[Jf(()^(()$(()]E[e-'<^'(>W(()$(()] - E[e-'<^'(>â%()$(()]E[^(()âX()$(()] 
= 0. 
We now switch back to the full notation. is the symbol of the scaling function <j>^\ 
#(0J), j = 0,1,... ,m — 1 are its polyphase components. 
Theorem 21 Suppose that the dilation matrix M and its transpose generate the same lattice 
and that there exists an integer k such that H(°'k\£) ^ 0 for all z — e~1^ on the torus TP1. 
Without loss of generality, let as assume that #(0<0)(() 0 for all e~'% G Trf. Then there exist 
coefficients /*n,& such that 
m — 1  
9o(z) = E E /m.*g&(x - m). 
m fe=i 
Equivalently, 
^(()Go(() = EGk(()^(()ft(M*(), 
k 
where 
m 
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Proof. By actual calculations, 
)G2«) + - - - 4-
= a [#(()*($)$(()] [^(0 - zr(0'°)(M*o] - *«) {E [(v%^f(() - } 
-g(()E [v%j?(()W(()0(()] +#(()& 
= V^n(()E [^(()W(()$(()] - [jf(()F(()$(()] 
[g(()W(()$(()] +*(f)E 
= -E [g(()^(()$(()] 4- B<0,0)(Af*()^(()E [^(()$(()] 
= {E [jf(()^(()0(()] - #(f)E [^(()$(()]} 
Thus 
#(0'D (M*()Gi (() + #(0J) (() + ..+ i) (M*()Gm_i (() 
- #(o,o)(Mt() 
Note: By a dimension count, the remaining basis functions gi,... ,9m-i so obtained are 
l i n e a r l y  i n d e p e n d e n t ,  w h i c h  g u a r a n t e e s  t h a t  t h e  i n t e g e r  t r a n s l a t e s  o f  < % ,  i  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  m  —  1  
form a basis for Wo. 
The next step is to 6nd compactly supported wavelets i = 1,2,... — 1. We use an 
orthogonalization technique to construct &om g^ [12]. We Gist let, = g%. Let 
^(x) = E - m) + C2,mg2(x - ™) 
mez-* 
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for some coe&cients ci,m and eg In the frequency domain, 
= Ci(()<ÂW(()4-C2(()92(() 
or 
where Ci and Cg are discrete Fourier transforms of the sequences ci,m and eg,ra­
in order to have ± the orthogonality condition of theorem 20 implies that 
E [(Ci(M%)Gi(() + C2(M*()G2(()) = 0, 
Q(M*()E + CgfM'OE [C2(()0[(()$(()] = 0. (8.4) or 
By choosing 
Q(M*() = E [G2(()Gi(()$(0], 
C2(M*() = -E [Gi(()Gl((j$(()] , 
we see that (8.4) is satisfied, thus we have _L Likewise, we construct by letting 
<^(x) = - m) + d2,m^(M-'x - m) + d3,m93(M^x - m) 
mez'' 
for some sequences ^2,m, ^3,m- In the frequency domain it can be written as 
= Dl(0^)(() + D2(()^)(0 + D3(()g3(() 
= (Di(()A(M-*0 + D2(()B(M-*() + D3(()G3(M-*0) ^((), 
or 
^3)(M«() = (Di(M%)A«) + D2(M*()B(() + D3(M^)G3(()) <%(). 
Again, Di(M*()A(() 4- D2(M*()E(() + D3(M*()G3(() is the symbol for the corresponding 
wavelet The orthogonality conditions, ± and ± give 
Di(M*()E [A(()%$(()] +D2(M*()E [B(()%(()$(()] +D3(M'()E [Gs(()Â(()$(()] =0 
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and 
Di(M*f)E +D2(M*()E [B(()E(()$(()] +Ds(M^)E [G3(()B(()$(()] = 0. 
Since we already have Vq1' J. l^2', this reduces to 
Di(M%)E + Ds(M*()E [G3«)Â(()$(()] = 0, (8.5) 
D2(M*()E [g(()B(()$(()] + DsfM'OE [G3(()B(()$(()] = 0. (8.6) 
It is not hard to solve the above system of equations. A solution may be found as 
Di(M%) = E [g(()B(()$(()] E [G3(()Â(()$(()] , 
Dg(M^) = E [A(()Â(()$(()] E [G3«)B(()$«)] , 
%(M'() = -E [A(()%(()$(()] E [g(()B(()$(()] . 
Thus, with these choice of Di. Do.D% the equations (8.5) and (8.6) are satisfied, giving the 
wavelet <p^. The above process can be repeated to orthogonalize all of them. 
Example: Haar wavelet H. 
Consider the Haar scaling function with standard quincunx dilation matrix. The symbol is 
p-»£i 
= 
We calculate 
#(0)#(°)$(o = 
$(() = 1, 
+ 2 4-
4 
E[#W^)$(()] = 1. 
Since = g ^ 0, the algorithm applies. We get 
Oo(f) = E[^C)^$]-E[^$] 
1 + 
2 2 \ 2 / 4 
Gi(() = E[^(°)^$]e-^ - E[e'^^$] 
1 1 -1 + e-^i 
2^ 2 
= —Go((). 
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The resulting wavelet, after normalization, yields 
which is the standard Haar wavelet. It can be checked that the symbols of the wavelet and 
the scaling function satisfy the orthogonality condition, since 
E[#(i)#<°)$(f)] = + 
= E 
= 0. 
2 
Example: Four-point orthogonal example. Let M be the dilation 
2 0 M 0 2 
with the digit set, 
0 \ / 1 \ / 0 \ / I 
o r v o ' ' 
Let us consider the symbol 
The orthogonality conditions are 
/Iq + hf + /12 + /13 — 1. 
Any such choice of will result in an orthogonal scaling function. The polyphase symbols are 
= ko, 
#(0,1) (f) = Ai, 
#(0,2) (() = /13e 
#(0,3) ({) = kg, 
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and 
$(() = 1, 
E[e^F$] = 
E[e-^W$] = ^3e^\ 
At least one of the kj is nonzero. Without loss of generality we can assume that ko ^ 0, 
otherwise we can use one of the other polyphase components. The wavelet symbols come out 
to be 
Go(f) = 
= 
=  j l l - f t J -  h a h i e - ' b  -  i u , / n e " " £ ' + ! ' )  -  f i o h s e ™ " 2 ' 1 * 6 1 ! ,  
Gi(() -
= ko^i + (1 -
G2(() = 
As 
y 
= ^[(1 - - ho^se^ -
= - ^ 2^(6) 
= ^[—ho/ig — ki/i2e'^^ 4- (1 — — ^2^36"'^^')] 
A further calculation shows that (^] = 1 has been used) 
^ 0 -  g ^ ô )  '  
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A simple calculation shows that C%(Af*() = is a constant multiple of and 
= E[GiGi] is a constant. Let and C"2(M*() = where p and 
g are constants. Thus 
g(U = Gi = + /iWe-'((i+6) + ^Wg-:(%+6)]_ 
= C1G1 + C2G2 = 4- + ^(2)g-i(2(i-K2) 
where can be expressed in terms of A j, pi ,P2 - Similarly, since 
U[G(3)U^2)<I>], and E[G(tyHW<&), are all constants, we find that 
Di(M'f) = E[^^F(2T0]E|G(3)nW#], 
and 
D3(M*() = 
are all constants. Let these be gi,%, and gs respectively. Therefore 
Example: Six point orthogonal example. 
Let the dilation matrix be 
with the digit set 
Let us consider the symbol, 
#(() = 4= (ko + + /i2<T^ + /i3e-'(%+(') + . 
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The orthogonality conditions are given by 
+ b\ + h\ + h\ + h^ + = 1, 
h^iii + h\h§ + hihs = 0. 
The polyphase symbols are 
and 
E[^T] =-L(ko + , 
(/ne'K'-b) + , 
1 
V3 
Therefore 
Go(() = + 
= %[1 - Ag - ^3 - (AoAi + AsWe""^ - (A0A2 4-
-7iok4e-'(^+(:) - bokse-^+C') - koAae'(^+^) - Ai/i3e'^+^) -
Gi(() = - -L *(() 
= ^[1 - Ai - - (hi/ig + ^4/15)6"'^^^ - (ho^i + &3k4)e*(^""^) 
-AiA3G"'(^+^) - /ii/i4e-'(%'+%) - AiAse-'^+^) - ^0^46^ - Ai^e^ - AgAs^], 
G z ( ( )  =  +  A s e ^ ' )  f f ( ( )  
= %[1 — ^2 - ^2g-*((3+6) _ + &4ks)e"^ - (ko/%2 + /i3^5)e'^"^^ 
-k2/i3e"'^+^) - h2&4e-^+%) - ^ 2/156"'^+^) - - Aikse^ -
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It is clear that the supports of the Gjg are bigger than that of the scaling function we started 
with. To orthogonalize them, we note that 
= ci + ^ + C4Z1Z2 + 
and 
C2(M£C) — — eig2g1} — fc'i -r &2 z \  2z2 1 + e3zlz2 + e4Z{Z2 + £s zi ^z2 2' 
where c, and are some constants. Thus the symbols for the wavelets are given by 
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